mTasting Culture

singapore via
a mobile-driven
street food
trail
Integrating
Food Trails & Technology

culinary
tourism
“Culinary tourism is an amalgamation
of agriculture, culture and
tourism development (Rand & Heath, 2006),
and present opportunities for
cultural diversity and differentiation.”

In our day to day lives,
food is seen as:

A Symbol of
Communion

A Social
Marker

An Emblem of
Culinary Heritage

Singapore’s
food heritage

Singapore’s
Culinary culture
“A World of Flavors”
comprising of multi-ethnic groups
was thus created.
(Singapore Tourism Board, 2013)

As early as 1819,
immigrants from China, Malaya,
India, Indonesia, Europe, America and
the Middle East ﬂocked to Singapore
upon the news that Stamford Raﬄes
was going to transform Singapore
into a trading post.

Chinese
Malay

Indian
Others

(Department of Statistics Singapore, 2015)

food Can
can be
thus
used
be to
used to
showcase singapore’S:
singapore’s

Unique
Character

Sense of
Place

shiok!
Local Identity

Benefits of Culinary Tourism:

“Culinary tourism and food trails offer tourists the
opportunity to get a taste of local heritage,
culture, and the vibrant flavors of life in local
neighbourhoods through eating and touring.”

food
trails
food tra
ils
serve to
:

Encourage
movement
of
visitors

Allow exploration
of an area
without reliance
on
motorized transport

Create opportunities
for
development &
revitalization

singapore’s f&b
tourism receipts:

Solely

2015Q2

S$541M

Tourism receipt for
Singapore’s F&B Industry is
(Singapore Tourism Board,2015)

key elements in
a successful food trail:

Developed
Food Production
& Network

Narratives &
Interpretation

Walkabilities

(Compelling stories
creating place
memories)

(Well-connected,
safe & comfortable
walking conditions)

(Freidberg, 2003; Hayes & MacLeod, 2007; Mason & O'Mahony, 2007)

mobile
technology

Singapore’s Smartphone
Penetration:

148.4%

Singapore’s mobile phone
penetration rate:

(as of 2015)

9/10 people have access
to a smartphone

Ranked highest globally for
smartphone penetration

mobile
APP
FOOD TRAILS
+
MOBILE TECH

MOBILE APP!
FOOd TRAILS USING
MObILE TECH:
Mobile tech provides:

Satisfy the following
needs of tourists:

Social
Rich Multimedia
Content

Communication
Information

Connectivity

Interactive Social
Communication

(Dickinson et al., 2014; Wang, Park, &
Fesenmaier, 2012; Wang & Xiang, 2012)

(Costa-Montenegro et al., 2012)

Effectiveness of
Mobile-Driven Platforms:
They can boost visitors’ overall satisfaction & interpretive
outcomes by enabling:

Information
access
anywhere at
anytime

Quality &
variety of
information

Maximum time
spent at the
location
Evaluation
& feedback
for destination
planners

A myriad of
visitor
experiences

(Wang et al.,2012)

Jalan besar
project

A food trail in
singapore:

A mobile application (app) for
a street food trail was developed for
a local area (Jalan Besar) in Singapore,
well regarded for its historical,
cultural and culinary heritage.
A location-based app created in
conjunction with
LDR Technology Pte Ltd (www.LDR.sg)
was developed for this project.
Its Pocket-Trips interactive heritage
and nature trails facilitates
and enhances authentic,
collaborative and self-directed learning
experiences at selected heritage sites
around Singapore through
mobile-enabled technology in the ﬁeld
(LDR, 2015).

The Jalan Besar area oﬀers a kaleidoscope of preserved heritage
and culture sites, unique landmarks, vibrant local ﬂavors
and colorful sights for visitors (National Heritage Board, 2015).

Berseh
Food Centre

J A L A N
B E S A R

Kong Kee
Mutton Soup

Swee Choon
Dim Sum
Restaurant

Beach Road
Scissor Cut
Curry Rice

Punggol
Nasi Lemak

Cheng Mum
Chee Kee
Pig Organ
Soup

Old Rochor
Beancurd

Koh Kee
Wanton Mee

The Jalan Besar mobile Food Trail App
enables visitors to experience and
learn about the colloquial way of life,
local culture and culinary heritage in this area.

Sources:
https://www.stb.gov.sg/statistics-and-market-insights/marketstatistics
/q2%202015%20tourism%20sector%20performance%20report.pdf
https://population.sg/population-in-brief/ﬁles/population-in-brief-2015.pdf
https://www.ida.gov.sg/Tech-Scene-News/Facts-and-Figures/Telecommunications#1
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learn more interesting insights in the tourism industry
visit
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